
PSYCH BAND TANGOWHISKYMAN RELEASES MUCH AWAITED

DEBUT ALBUM "THE WAIT" BASED ON THE SELF MADE

CHARACTER MR. TANGOWHISKYMAN AND HIS GREAT
INTERSTELLAR ADVENTURES

It's time! The Wait is Finally over!

Introducing brand new music by emerging artist Tangowhiskyman with their debut studio

album "The Wait". Out Now!

Recorded in analog at the #1 Recording Studio of the Caribbean: FAMA Studios, produced by

Grammy Award winner Mr. Bolivar Gomez, and mastered by Grammy and Oscar Award winning

Tom Baker (The Smashing Pumpkins, Jane's Addiction, David Bowie). The critically acclaimed

debut album "The Wait'' has been described by Indie Rock Magazine as: "A total trip into Mr.

Tango's surreal world. A Psychedelic masterpiece!”

Album release: The Wait by Tangowhiskyman

The album cover is a work of art in itself, illustrated by the band themselves. In it each song is

represented by its own graphic element within Tangowhiskyman’s universe. Both the name of

the album “The Wait'' and the title track can be seen in the hourglass that adorns the neck of

the magician, who represents the main character, Mr. Tangowhiskyman. We can also see a
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https://hypeddit.com/tangowhiskyman/thewait


“Head Full of Voices'' encased in an ion box, as well as a portal that represents “Peter Pan”,

the Yin Yang for the track “Busy Living” and the four elements in the song “Element”.

The album begins with the epic track “Peter Pan'', an introduction that draws us into the

expansive world of The Wait and the character's alter-ego Tangowhiskyman. The album's title

track offers a moment of psychedelic kraut-rock while the song “A Conversation” brings us a

trap beat with an embellished funky rhythm that is marked by a heavy bass. “No Regret”
captivates with borderline tropical horns and rhythms of high intensity.

Their release of the single Head Full of Voices received more than 150,000 streams on youtube

and they are growing fast on social media @tangowhiskyman. They recently played at the Isle

of Light festival with renowned names like Sublime, Tokisha, Jungle, C.Tangana, Cimafunk, and

many more. Tangowhiskyman shares influences of contemporary bands like Crumb, Warpaint,

The Smile, Coldplay, Tame Impala, and is working in collaborations with Twin Shadow, Blonde

Redhead, and award winning producers. TangoWhiskyMan is redefining the genre, take a look

at https://www.TangoWhiskyMan.com for a full catalog of their work and links to media.

"The Wait'' is ready for primetime.

Now everyone can enjoy the wonderful sounds of Tangowhiskyman.

Please make sure to follow us at:
TWM INSTAGRAM

TWM TIKTOK

TWM SPOTIFY

TWM YOUTUBE

TWM BANDCAMP

Tangowhiskyman is currently promoting their new album "The Wait" in anticipation of an

upcoming world tour. We welcome features and airtime to engage the audience into the

adventures of Mr. TangoWhiskyMan and his musical conquests.

Feel free to reach out to us directly at for further information, bookings, features, interviews at:

contact@tangowhiskyman.com

Artist Manager: Federico Antun, T: 404-660-0571
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